dSort 2
automatic sorting machine with
single transparent glass table
pieces

dimension

elastomers
rigid materials

various range
available from 5-80
mm od

surface

profile

control

control

dimensional

cut and breaks

control

control

To correctly define a defect, a defect must have at least 30 gray levels
of contrast compared to the non-defective area.

description

Automatic sorting machine with single transparent
glass table.
Transparent glass table allows the machine to
inspect the part on the top and bottom sides without
mechanically turning it.
the machine has ‘a simple and compact design’ and it
has also a high performance feeding system.
dSort2 is equipped with high-resolution cameras as
well as a self-tuning software to automatically
adjust the inspection and image parameters.
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layout

inspection machines

dimension

type

elastomers, rigid materials

colour

all, non-transparent

typical piece

o-rings, technical parts

characteristics

clean, free of dust or particles that

206 cm

p iec e

dSort 2

may alter the part’s profile
size*

various range available from 5-80 mm od

cross section/height

0.8 – 8 mm

347 cm

168 cm

p er fo r ma n ce

vis ion

0.8 – 20 mm (customizable)
resolution

depending on the configuration

zoom

available

camera type

matricial

max frame field*

90 mm (60 mm for the bottom view)

camera resolution

5 megapixel

cycle time

maximum 10 pcs/sec

type of feeding

automatic

type of machine

single glass table

noise level (for elastomers)

< 75 db

three phase power supply

230 – 480 v

max installed power

4 kw

average consumption

1.2 kw

compressed air consumption

400 nl/min

characteristics
statistic and
report
traceability of
production lots
remote
management
m.e.s.
compatible
customizable for
special projects

*customization is possible

self-tuning software
for o-rings

standard configuration

options

- top view
Dimension and surface inspection by a vision system
positioned on top of the a glass table. The system is
illuminated by multiple LED sources in stroboscopic
mode.
- laser station for planarity control
Laser system for the planarity control of the piece
- bottom view
Dimension and surface inspection by a vision system
positioned on bottom of a glass table. The system is
illuminated by multiple LED sources in stroboscopic
mode.
- peripheral view
Surface inspection of the side views of the piece by a
camera and a calibrated mirrors system. The system
enables a complete coverage ensuring a redundant
overlapping of the control areas.

- Motorized optics (zoom, focus, diaphragm)
- Telecentric radial view station
- Telecentric dimensional station
- Squeezer® station (more details available in
catalog)
- Packing systems
- Antistatic system
- Metal detector
- Additional reject bins
- Additional good bins (for classification)
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